Introduction
In a Stable Matching problem, the task is to match a number of persons in pairs, subject to certain preference information. Briefly, each person regards some of the others as acceptable mates, and ranks them in order of preference. A matching is unstable if there are two persons, not matched to each other, who would rather be together. The task is to find a stable matching, i.e., one that is not unstable.
This problem was first studied by Gale and Shapley [7] . They showed that a stable matching always exists if the problem is a Marriage problem, i.e., if the participants can be divided into two sexes, the men and the women, in such a way that the acceptable mates of each person are all of the opposite sex; in fact, they gave a linear-time algorithm to find such a matching. Irving, in [14] , gave a linear-time algorithm for the general problem. An introductory treatment of Stable Matching appears in [23] ; a comprehensive treatment may be found in [12] . This paper explores the relationship between Stable Matching and Network Stability. For our purposes, a network is a boolean circuit with feedback. The task in Network Stability is, given a network and its inputs, to find an assignment of boolean values to the edges of the network that respects the input constraints and the gate equations. The Network Stability problem is JVPcomplete in general [al] , but when every gate in the network is a special gate called the X-gate, the problem becomes equivalent to Stable Matching. The X-gate has a certain nice property: it is scatter-free. We exploit this property to solve X-Network Stability efficiently.
The appropriateness of the new framework is illustrated by new easy proofs of old theorems and simple algorithms. We give simple linear-time algorithms for finding a stable matching and for finding a 'minimum-regret' stable matching. For both of these problems, optimal algorithms were already known. Also, we propose a novel method of finding a 'random' stable marriage. We give an easy proof of the theorem of [8] that every stable matching of a given instance matches the same set of persons. We also prove a structural theorem that might help us understand why certain instances of Stable Matching have no solutions. We give a new simple proof of the #P-completeness of Stable Matching; this result, in a stronger form, was first proven in [16] . It turns out that just as Stable Matching is equivalent to Network Stability for X-networks, the 'three-party' version of Stable Matching is equivalent to Network Stability for Y-networks. We use properties of the Y-gate to conclude that Three-party Stable Marriage is Np-complete, thus answering a question posed in [20] .
It has been observed repeatedly that the Stable Marriage problem seems easier and has more structure than Stable Matching. We explain this difference by observing that the networks corresponding to Stable Marriage are comparator networks. The comparator gate is a simpler gate than the X-gate. The monotonicity of the comparator is responsible for the fact that Stable Marriage instances always have solutions. Also, Conway's lattice theorem for stable marriages can be viewed as a direct consequence of the lattice theorem for comparator networks.
We also study the parallel complexity of Stable Matching. While we do not give any fast parallel algorithms for the problem, we do point out that several problems related to Stable Matching are complete for the class CC of problems defined in [al] . We use these ideas to give a fast parallel reduction from the Stable Marriage problem to the Assignment problem, thus partially solving a problem of [20] .
Our approach does not seem to apply when the instances of Stable Matching have ties, or when issues of deceit are involved. It does not explore the structure of all stable matchings of an instance, as does the work of [lo, 11, 171 , or the more recent work of [5] .
Preliminaries

Stable Matching
An instance of Stable Matching (also called Stable Roommates) consists of a set of persons, each of whom regards some of the others as acceptable mates, and ranks them in decreasing order of preference. For our purposes we may assume that acceptability is mutual: II: is acceptable to y if and only if y is acceptable to 2. A matching is a pairing of some or all of the persons. A matching may be unstable in three ways: two unmatched persons may find each other acceptable; a matched person may prefer an unmatched person to his current mate; or two matched persons may prefer each other to their current mates. A matching that is not unstable is said to be stable. The size of an instance of Stable Matching is the sum, over all persons x, of the number of persons acceptable to x. The most common tasks associated with an instance of Stable Matching are to determine whether a stable matching exists, and to construct one if possible. Other tasks might include counting and enumerating all stable matchings of a given instance.
Remark: Historically, most of the interest in the literature has been in Complete Stable Marriage and Complete Stable Matching; these problems are commonly called the Stable Marriage and Stable Roommates problems respectively. Also, it has been traditional to measure the running time of algorithms in terms of the number of participants, and not in terms of the 'length of the input'. Our departure from this tradition might lead to one cause of confusion: algorithms that we describe as linear-time (in terms of the size of the instance) might be described in the literature as taking quadratic time (in terms of the number of participants).
Gates, circuits and networks
The definitions in this section and in Section 2.3 are taken almost entirely from [21] .
A X-input, p-output gate is a function g : (0, l}' -+ {O,l}'-' from X-bit input words to p-bit output words. In this paper, all gates have a fixed number of inputs and outputs. Further, a gate does not have useless inputs or outputs: each input bit affects some output bit, and each output bit depends non-trivially on some input bit. A basis is a set of gates. The gates that appear in this paper are listed in Table 1 Outputs II A network is a finite labelled directed graph. Source (in-degree zero) nodes of the directed graph have out-degree one and are called input nodes; sink (out-degree zero) nodes have in-degree one and are called output nodes. Each internal node is labelled with a gate and an ordering of its predecessors and successors. If an internal node has in-degree X and out-degree 1-1, its gate has X inputs and p outputs. If the underlying directed graph of a network is acyclic, the network is called a circuit. A circuit computes a set of functions in the standard manner. A network (circuit) is said to be over a basis Q if every gate in it is from IR. The size of a network is the number of edges in it. Our definition of circuit differs from the standard definition in two respects: all fanout is explicit and must occur within a gate, and multiple-output gates are allowed. Our definition of 'network' is non-standard. A network is essentially a combinational circuit with feedback; it is not intended to compute anything.
A gate gr is a restriction of gate g2 if it can be obtained as follows: Fix a subset (possibly empty) of the inputs of g2 to constant values. This operation fixes a (possibly empty) set of outputs of 92 to constant values. Now discard all the inputs and outputs of g2 that are fixed, and perhaps some outputs that are not fixed. For example, the NOT gate is a restriction of the X-gate, obtained by fixing any one input of the X-gate to 1.
Let Q be any basis. Define 0*, the closure of 0, to be the basis consisting of all gates in 0, together with all their restrictions. For example, X*, the closure of the basis {X}, consists of the X-gate, the NOT gate, and the ID gate.
Gate g can be simulated by basis 0 if g is a restriction of the function computed by some circuit over s1. We say, for convenience, that gate gr can be simulated by gate g2 when we mean gr can be simulated by the basis (92); similarly, we say a basis can be simulated (by another basis) if every gate in it can be simulated. For instance, a gate (or basis) is monotone if it cannot simulate {NOT}.
A gate has scatter if it has a restriction that has more outputs than inputs; otherwise, it is scatter-free. A basis is said to be scatter-free if every gate in it is scatter-free. All the gates in Table 1 are scatter-free, except the COPY gate and the Y-gate.
The X-gate and the C-gate (comparator) play crucial roles in this paper. These gates are scatter-free; in addition, the comparator is monotone. Many of the results of this paper rely on these elementary facts.
The following easy lemma is crucial. Since every gate in Gates is scatter-free, each summand on the right hand side is non-negative; hence the sum is non-negative. II
X-networks, and snakes in X-networks
An X-network is a network over {X}. We introduce some terminology to describe X-networks.
Recall that the X-gate has inputs ir, i2 and outputs 01 = ilc, 02 = qi2. We associate input ij and output oj. This association allows us to describe an X-network in terms of snakes. A snake is a sequence of edges; the sequence may be cyclic or acyclic. If an input edge of an X-gate is in snake Q, the associated output edge is the next element of Q; if an output edge of an X-gate is in q, the associated input edge is the previous element of q. The first element of an acyclic snake is thus an input edge of the network; the last element of an acyclic snake is an output edge of the network. The snakes of a network constitute a partition of its edges. We often describe an X-network by naming its snakes and telling how they meet each other; in such a description, the gates are implicit: there is a gate wherever two snakes meet. We say that a snake enters a gate with value v if the edge of the snake that is an input to the gate has the value v. (Some care is needed, because a snake could enter the same gate twice, once through each input.)
The Circuit Value and Network Stability problems
The Circuit Value problem (CV) is the task of computing the value assigned to a specified output of a circuit, when the circuit is evaluated on a given input assignment. More formally, given a circuit with X inputs, and an input assignment s;, E (0, l}' to the circuit, determine whether the specified output takes the value 1.
The Network Stability problem is a question about the existence of configurations of a network consistent with a given input assignment. Let N be a network with X >_ 0 inputs. Let sin E (0, 1)' be an input assignment to N. A configuration Q of N is an assignment of boolean values (OS and 1s) to the edges of N. It is a stable configuration of [N,Q] if it satisfies the gate equations at each internal node, and is consistent with the input assignment s;,. The network stability problem (NS) is this: Given a network N and an input assignment s;,, determine whether [N, sin] has a stable configuration. Often we leave the input assignment implicit, and say "N has a stable configuration" when we mean "[N, sin] has a stable configuration."
Given a basis 0, we define a-CV and 0-NS to be the special cases of CV and NS respectively in which the network is required to be over a. For instance, C-CV is the circuit value problem for comparator circuits, and X-NS is the stability problem for X-networks.
The input assignment that assigns every input of a network the value 1 is called 1; the empty input assignment is called e.
The Stable Matching problem is an X-Network Stability problem
We show how to transform an instance I of Stable Matching into an X-network N in such a way that the stable matchings of I are in one-to-one correspondence with the stable configurations of [N, 11. Here is the transformation: Network N has one acyclic snake qz for each person x of instance I; there are no other snakes. Snakes qx and qY meet if and only if x and y find each other acceptable; snake qa: meets the snakes of other persons in the order that these persons appear on the preference list of person x, i.e., in decreasing order of their popularity with x. Any two snakes meet at most once; no snake meets itself. This description completely specifies N. We present a method to construct N given the description. For each pair x,y of persons who find each other acceptable, introduce an X-gate labelled with the pair {x, y}. For each person, introduce a snake that visits all the gates whose labels contain his name, in the order determined by his preference list. This completes the construction. An example is shown in Figure 1 . (In this figure, the snake of each person is labelled with his name for clarity.) In Section 3.1 below, we prove a lemma about stable configurations of X-networks. We then prove the correspondence between stable matchings and stable configurations in Section 3.2. Let N be any X-network without cyclic snakes. Let Q be a stable configuration of [N, 11. The stability of Q places two conditions upon it: it must satisfy the input assignment, and it must satisfy all the gate equations. Let us investigate what these conditions really mean. Let q = (el, e2 . . .) be any snake of N; for each j, let vj be the value on edge ej. Every input edge has the value 1, so 01 = 1. The behaviour of the X-gate requires that vj = 0 3 vi+1 = 0. Thus, the sequence (WV2 * a.> is a sequence of Is, followed perhaps by a sequence of OS. Define the l-segment of snake q in configuration Q to be the subsequence of edges that have value 1.
We say that snake q drops at gate g if the l-segment of q ends at gate g; we say that g is the endpoint of the l-segment of q. (A snake that has the value 1 along its entire length is identical with its l-segment, and has no endpoint.) It is clear that each snake drops at most once.
A snake that enters a gate with value 1 will drop if and only if the other snake entering the gate also enters with value 1. Thus, snakes must drop in pairs. Also, the l-segments of different snakes cannot share vertices, except possibly a common endpoint. We describe this situation informally by saying that l-segments avoid one another.
It turns out that the conditions we have listed above are necessary and sufficient for & to be a stable configuration. In other words, Lemma 
Is, followed by a possibly
Proof : We have already seen that the above three conditions will be met if Q is stable. Suppose now that Q is a configuration that meets the three conditions; we show that Q must be stable. The first value on each snake is a 1, so the input conditions are satisfied. Let g be an arbitrary gate of N; we must show that the gate equations are satisfied at g. If both snakes entering g enter it with value 0, condition a) requires that both outputs of g be 0 as well. If one snake is 0 and the other is 1 while entering g, conditions a) and b) demand that both snakes leave g with the same values they entered it with. If both snakes are 1 while entering g, condition c) demands that both drop. In all three cases, the gate equations are satisfied. II
3.2
The correspondence between stable matchings and stable configurations 
Proof:
The rule to read off a matching of I from a stable configuration of [N, 1] is this: two persons are matched to each other if their snakes drop together; a person is unmatched if his snake does not drop. To produce the configuration of [N, l] corresponding to a given matching of I, we invert the above rule: If person x is matched to person y, snake qz takes the value 1 until it meets snake qy, and the value 0 thereafter; if x is unmatched, snake qz is 1 along its entire length. We now show that stable configurations yield stable matchings and vice-versa.
Suppose that stable configuration Q yields matching M. Assume that M is unstable. Hence there must be two persons x and 9, each of whom prefers the other to his mate in M, or to the state of being unmatched. Since x and y are acceptable to each other, snakes qa: and qy meet. We claim that qz is 1 after meeting qy . To prove the claim, we consider two cases. If x is unmatched, then qz must be 1 along its entire length, and we are done. In the other case, let x be the mate of x. Then qz and qz must meet with value 1; hence qa: must be 1 all the way until it meets qz. Since x prefers y to z (by hypothesis), qa: meets qy before it meets qz. It follows that qz is 1 after meeting qy; this proves the claim. By an entirely analogous argument, qy is 1 after meeting qz. This means that the l-segments of q2 and qy do not avoid one another. Lemma 2 tells us that Q must be unstable, which is a contradiction. Hence M must be stable. Now suppose that stable matching M yields configuration Q. It is clear that Q meets conditions a) and b) of Lemma 2. To prove that Q is stable, it suffices to show that condition c) is met as well. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there are two persons whose snakes violate condition c). Then it follows that each of these persons prefers the other to his mate (if any) in M, contradicting the stability of M. II
Remark:
We reiterate the meaning of the value assigned to an edge by a stable configuration of [N, 11. Let e be the edge of snake qz just after qz meets qy. Then e is assigned the value 0 in a stable configuration of [N, l] 'f 1 and only if x has a mate no worse than y in the corresponding stable matching of I.
4 Solving Network Stability for Scatter-free Networks
The algorithm
In this section, we show how to construct a stable configuration of a network over any scatter-free basis. This algorithm was presented in [al] . The X-gate is scatter-free, so the results of this section apply to Stable Matching. In particular, we get a simple linear-time algorithm for constructing a Stable h/latching. A different linear-time algorithm for this problem was already known [ 141.
Let N be any network over a scatter-free ba,sis Q; let Sin be an input assignment to N. We show how to find a stable configuration of [N,si,]. The interesting case is when N has no inputs, i.e., when Sin is the null assignment e. Otherwise, we could use the input assignment to simplify the network. After all, if we know the value of an input to a gate g, we can replace g by a restriction with fewer inputs, and perhaps deduce the value of some of the outputs of g. Iterating this process of 'input elimination' yields a partial assignment P of values to edges, and an input-free network N' on the remaining edges, with the property that the stable configurations of [N, sin] Notice that the time taken to perform input elimination is linear in the amount of simplification performed, i.e., in the number of edges that are assigned values by the partial assignment P. The order in which the inputs are eliminated is immaterial; in fact, the process is properly regarded as a concurrent process, although we do not use this fact here. Lemma 1 assures us that N' will have no outputs. Henceforth we will simply assume that N has no inputs or outputs.
Consider what happens if we break an edge e of N, thus creating an input e(in) and an output e(ozlt), and then place the value v E {O,l} on e(in). We get a network with one input and one output; we may apply input elimination to this network. We call this the process of propagating the pair [e, v] . The following observation is crucial: the elimination of the sole input of the network must assign a value, say v(out), to the output edge e(out). To see this, apply Lemma 1 to the network that remains after the propagation. If v(out) = v, we say that the propagation is successful, and that [e,v] is viable in N. The result of a successful propagation is a partial assignment P and an input-free network N' on the remaining edges, with the property that the stable configurations of [N, e] that assign edge e the value v are obtained by augmenting the stable configurations of [N',e] with P. If, on the other hand, v(out) # v, no stable configuration of [N,e] may assign edge e the value v; in this case, we say the propagation is unsuccessful. Again, the time taken by a successful propagation is linearly related to the amount of simplification achieved.
The type of an edge in an input-free network is the set of viable values for it, i.e., typeN(e) = {v][e,v] is viable in N}. If typeN(e) = 0, we say that e is a contradicting edge. Clearly, if the edge we select is contradicting, there can be no stable configurations. Also, if its type is (0) or {1}, there is only one possible value that this edge could take in any stable configuration; so we can assign this edge its value, and simplify the network accordingly. The difficulty arises when both values seem possible, i.e., when typeN(e) = {O,l}.
Our strategy in such a situation is to pick either value, and proceed. Clearly, if we are lucky, we will make all the right choices, and will find a stable configuration. But what if we are unlucky? Might not a set of bad choices early on in the algorithm lead us to a situation where we can no longer complete the partial assignment we have to a stable configuration? Lemma 4 below comes to our rescue, because it says that the type of an edge is preserved by successful propagations. This means that if we find a contradicting edge after performing a sequence of successful propagations, then the same edge must have been contradicting in the original network as well, meaning that there were no stable configurations to start with. In other words, there are no bad choices. [eu, vu] in N is a sequence of statements that records all the assignments that are made during this propagation, alongwith the dependencies between the assignments. Each statement is of the form e +-v, meaning 'edge e gets value v'. The first statement is eu +--ve and constitutes the preamble of the trace; the rest of the trace is called its body. A statement in the body of the trace is said to be terminal if it mentions edge ee. All other statements of the trace are non-terminal. Every statement in the body is derived from a subset of the non-terminal statements preceding it in the trace by invoking the equation of a single gate. The trace is complete, in the sense that all statements that are derivable in the above manner are included. A statement may occur at most once in the body of the trace; any subsequent occurrences would be redundant.
Each statement of a trace may be regarded as a step in the propagation process. A propagation succeeds if the statement ee + ve appears in the body of the trace; it fails if the statement ee + 2)0 appears in the body. Clearly both statements cannot appear simultaneously in the body of any trace; on the other hand, we know that at least one of these statements will appear in the body, because the network is input-free and scatter-free.
Let Tr be a trace of [er ,011 in N; let T2 be a trace of [ez, WQ] in N. The effect of propagating [er , wr] is to assign values to some edges of N. We would like to claim that, even after these assignments are made, each statement in the body of T2 can still be inferred from the preamble of T2. This would mean that propagating [e2, wz] in N' will establish every assignment that would have been made by the propagation of [e2, vz] in N that has not already been made by the propagation of [ei, vi] To prove the claim, it suffices to show that there is no 'conflict' between the two traces. A conflict is a situation where the statement e +--v appears in one trace while the statement e +-6 appears in the other. We assume a conflict exists, and derive a contradiction. Let S2 be the earliest statement in T2 that is involved in a conflict; assume it says e, +-vu,, and that it conflicts with statement Sr of Tl. Statement S2 cannot be in the preamble of T2, because, by hypothesis, edge e2 does not appear in Tl. Hence, edge e, is the output of some gate; let this gate be g,. The gate equations used to derive Si and S2 assert that g, has two partial input assignments PI and P2, such that on one of these assignments, output e, takes the value v,, whereas on the other assignment, output e, takes the value 2),. Now, by the choice of S2, the partial input assignments PI and P2 do not conflict. Let P be the partial input assignment that is the union of PI and P2. Consider the behaviour of gate g, on P. Clearly, output e, must be both 0 and 1 in this situation, which is a contradiction. II An immediate consequence of Lemma 4 is the correctness of the following simple polynomial-time algorithm for constructing stable configurations of networks over any scatter-free basis: Proof: Algorithm 1 can be implemented to run in time that is linear in the size (number of edges) of the network N. Notice that steps 1 and 4 take time linear in the amount of simplification they perform, and step 2 takes constant time. Also, if step 3 determines that e is contradicting, the time needed to do so is linear in the size of the network. The only obstacle to a linear run-time is that step 3 may take a long time to return a viable value v. To avoid this, we use the following standard trick. Implement step 3 as follows: Propagate [e, 0] and [e, l] 'in parallel'; whichever propagation succeeds first determines the value v to be used in step 4. This guarantees that step 3 runs in time linear in the amount of simplification performed in step 4. The linear time bound for the algorithm follows from the observation that the size of N' in step 5 is less than the size of N by the amount of simplification achieved in step 4. II
The following corollary is useful in the context of parallel computation:
Theorem 6 Let N be an input-free network over a scatter-free basis 0. Then N has a stable configuration if and only if it has no contradicting edge.
Proof: If N has a contradicting edge, this edge can take neither the value 0 nor the value 1 in any stable configuration. Hence there cannot be any stable configurations. If, on the other hand, there are no contradicting edges, Algorithm 1 will find a stable configuration. cl
The type of an edge has a nice interpretation: Let I be an instance of Stable Matching; let N be the corresponding X-network. The process of eliminating the inputs of N assigns a value to every output edge of N. Hence every stable configuration of [N, 11 has the same output assignment. The theorem follows by observing that a person is unmatched in a stable matching of instance I if and only if the output edge of his snake takes the value 1 in the corresponding stable configuration of [N, 11. 
Application to Minimum-regret Stable Matching
Algorithm 1 has two kinds of flexibility: edge e may be chosen to be any edge of the network, and there is some flexibility in the choice of value v. We have already demonstrated how to use the second kind of flexibility to make the algorithm run in linear time. Here we explore a different possibility.
Let I be any instance of Stable Matching. The regret of a participant in a stable matching of I is the position of his mate on his preference list. Thus, a participant who gets his first choice of mate has regret 1. Clearly, each participant would like to minimize his regret. In the Minimum-regret Stable Matching problem, we seek a stable matching that minimizes the largest regret among all the participants. A linear-time algorithm is given in [lo] . However, this algorithm relies on non-trivial properties of the structure of all stable matchings of an instance of Stable Marriage; moreover, it works only for instances of Stable htarriage. Irving [15] gives a linear-time algorithm that works for all instances of Stable Matching; see [12] for an exposition. We give a different linear-time solution based on the network formulation.
We assume that I has a stable matching, and that no person is unmatched in the stable matchings of I. The second assumption is legal because, by Theorem 8, the unmatched persons are the same in linear in every stable matching; hence we can find these unmatched persons by input-eliminati time, delete them, and find a minimum-regret matching of the remaining participants.
on Define regret (l) to be the value of the largest regret in a minimum-regret stable matching of I.
The crux of the problem is the computation of regret(I). We first show how to proceed if regret(I) is known, and then show how to compute regret(I).
Suppose regret(I) = r. Delete from each person's list all but the first r persons, and then make the acceptability relation symmetric: if person x does not appear on the list of person y, delete y from the list of person x. Let us call the resulting instance IT. It is easily checked that the stable matchings of IT are precisely the minimum-regret stable matchings of I. A stable matching of IT may be found in linear time by using the strategy outlined in the proof of Theorem 5.
We show how a modified version of Algorithm 1 can compute regret(I) in linear time. Let N be the X-network for I. Number each edge of N by its position on its snake: input edges get the number 1; output edges get big numbers. The value of the largest regret in any stable matching is given by the largest number of an edge, among all the edges with value 1 in the corresponding stable configuration. This means that the way to get a small regret is to assign the value 0 to the edges with big numbers.
Run Algorithm 1 with the following modifications. Whenever we have to pick an edge-value pair to propagate, we choose an edge e that has the largest number, and assign it the value 0. Suppose edge e is the edge numbered k on the snake of person x. Then assigning e the value 0 amounts to guaranteeing that person x gets one of his first (Ic -1) choices. If the propagation of [e, 0] fails, there is no stable matching, consistent with the choices already made, that assigns x one of his first (Ic -1) choices; hence regret(I) must be t?. (The reason it cannot be larger than k is because at the time we assign edge e the value 0, we have already succeeded in assigning every edge with number larger than k the value 0.) Also, if the propagation assigns the value 1 to another edge with number k, then again the value of the minimum regret is k. We continue assigning the value 0 to more and more edges with large numbers, until ultimately one of the two exit conditions applies. Thus this algorithm will compute regret(I). To see that it takes linear time, observe that the time taken by all the successful propagations taken together is linear in the number of edges of N; also, there is at most one unsuccessful propagation, which can take at most linear time.
The structure of the network of contradicting edges
Theorem 6 says that if an instance of X-network stability has no stable configurations, the associated input-free network contains at least one contradicting edge. In this section, we prove that the contradicting edges form disjoint cycles, each containing an odd number of NOT gates. We believe this is a step towards understanding why certain instances of Stable Matching do not have stable matchings.
Lemma 9 Let N be any input-free network over X*. Suppose that [el, VI] is viable in N, and that edge e2 is assigned the value '~2 during the propagation of [el, VI]. Then [e2, v2] is viable in N.
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 4, let Tl be a trace of [er, vi] in N, and let T2 be a trace of [ez, v2] in N. If er = e2, then vi = v2 and there is nothing to prove; so assume that er # e2. Notice that the preamble of 172 occurs in Tl, and every statement of Tl occurs as a non-terminal statement in TI. Hence we may show inductively that each statement of T2 occurs in Tl. It follows that the value assigned to edge e2 by the propagation of [ez, v2] is 2~2. cl Lemma 9 says that successful propagations do not assign values to contradicting edges. By repeatedly performing successful propagations, we can assign values to all non-contradicting edges. What is left is an input-free network NO over X* consisting of exactly the contradicting edges.
Lemma 10
The network Na of contradicting edges does not contain any X-gates.
Proof: Assume the opposite, that N0 contains an X-gate g, with input edges ir, i2 and output edges 01,02. We derive a contradiction. Let Tl be a trace of [oi, 0] in N0. Since 01 is contradicting, the statement 01 + 1 must appear in the body of Tl. In order for this to happen, statements ii +-1 and i2 +-0 must also appear in Tl; hence so must 02 + 0. Now let T2 be a trace of [02,0] in N0. Edge 02 must be assigned a value by the propagation of [02,0]; hence at least one of the edges ir or i:! must be assigned a value during this propagation. Let S be the first statement in the body of T2 that assigns a value to any of the edges incident upon gate g. Clearly, statement S assigns a value to either ir or i2. We claim that S appears in Tl. To prove the claim, observe that the preamble of T2 occurs in Tl, and the derivation of S in T2 does not involve edge 01 in any intermediate step. Hence we may prove inductively that every statement involved in the derivation of S in T2 occurs as a non-terminal statement in Tl, and the claim follows. Thus S must be either ii +--1 or i2 + 0. In either case, the statement 02 + 0 will appear in the body of T2. This indicates that [02,0] is viable, which is a contradiction. II Follows from the fact that N0 is input-free and contains no X-gates. Each cycle must have an odd number of NOT gates in order for the edges on it to be contradicting. Cl
Remark: The results of this section extend naturally to the case where N is over any scatter-free basis, but the proof of Theorem 11 is more involved. (See [27] for details.)
The case of Stable Marriage
In this section, we examine the X-networks arising from instances of Stable Marriage. We show that these X-networks may be replaced by comparator networks. This observation, together with the monotonicity of the comparator, yield easy algorithms for certain problems associated with St able Marriage.
6.1
Bipartitionable X-networks and comparator networks
An X-network is bipartitionable if its snakes can be two-colored so that snakes of the same color never meet; such a coloring is called a bipartition. In any bipartition, the color of an edge is defined to be the color of the snake to which it belongs. In this paper, whenever we say that a network is bipartitionable, we shall implicitly mean that a bipartition is given. The X-networks corresponding to instances of Stable Marriage are bipartitionable: color the snakes of the men red and the snakes of the women blue. This shows that instances of Stable Marriage may be solved by solving X-Network Stability for bipartitionable X-networks. The converse is also true; see Section 7.3. We adopt the following conventions: in all diagrams containing X-gates, an input and its associated output appear opposite each other; in diagrams of bipartitionable X-networks, the red edges are drawn vertically and the blue edges are drawn horizontally; in all bipartitionable networks derived from instances of St able Marriage, the red snakes belong to men and the blue snakes belong to women.
Given a bipartitionable X-network N and an input assignment Sin, we show how to transform them into a comparator network N' and an input assignment sin to N', in such a way that the stable configurations of [N, Sin] and [N', sin] are isomorphic. Bipartition the snakes of N into red and blue snakes. Replace every blue edge of the network by two NOT gates in series. Regard every X-gate g to be part of a triplet of gates: g, the NOT gate on the blue input of g, and the NOT gate on the blue output of g. Each triplet is functionally equivalent to, and hence may be replaced by, a comparator; see Figure 2 (a). After these replacements, the only non-comparator gates in the network are the NOT gates on the blue inputs and outputs. These NOT gates just mean that the input and output assignments of the two networks do not match exactly: the blue bits have to be complemented. Delete the NOT gates to get N'. To get si,, complement the blue input bits of sin.
Essentially the same transformation may be used to replace a comparator network by a bipartitionable X-network on a different input assignment. Proceed as follows: Replace each comparator by three X-gates as shown in Figure 2(b) . A bipartition of the resulting X-network is obtained by coloring all the 'horizontal snakes blue and all the 'vertical' snakes red.
These transformations show that finding stable configurations in bipartitionable X-networks is just the same as finding stable configurations in comparator networks. Thus, we may find stable matchings for instances of Stable Marria.ge by finding stable configurations of comparator networks. In this section, we give linear-time algorithms for some problems related to Stable Marriage. For convenience of presentation, we phrase the following discussion partly in terms of bipartitionable X-networks and partly in terms of comparators.
Existence of stable matchings
The standard way to show that every instance of Stable Marriage has a stable matching is to give an algorithm, the proposal algorithm of [7] , that finds the man-optimal stable matching in linear-time. It is nice to be able to give a proof of the existence of stable matchings that does not involve an algorithm. Here is such a proof: An instance of Stable Marriage has a stable matching if and only if the associated comparator network has a stable configuration (on the appropriate input assignment). Comparator gates are monotone; monotone networks always have stable configurations.
Finding a stable matching
Finding a stable configuration of a monotone network is easy: eliminate the inputs, then assign all remaining edges the value 0. This stable configuration is the 'most-O' stable configuration Q" of the network (on the given input assignment), because every edge that is assigned the value 1 in this stable configuration must have the value 1 in every stable configuration. We show that this strategy yields the man-optimal stable matching found by the proposal algorithm of [7] . ewise, each edge on a blue snake is 0 only if it must be 0 in every The implication for the Stable Marriage instance is that the stable matching found by the above procedure assigns every man the best possible mate he could get in any stable matching; similarly, every woman gets the worst possible mate she could get in any stable matching. cl
It is easy to check that eliminating the inputs of N and then assigning the remaining edges the value 1 will yield the woman-optimal stable matching.
We may think of any network stability problem as a fixpoint problem: find a configuration that is a fixpoint of the network. We believe Theorem 12 makes it easier to understand why the various possible serializations of the proposal algorithm of [7] yield the same final result: all the serializations compute the least fixpoint of the same monotone system of equations, though they may reach this fixpoint in different ways.
Finding other stable matchings
The following lemma is useful in giving a randomized algorithm for finding a stable matching:
Lemma 13 Let N be an input-free network over a monotone scatter-free basis; let e be an edge of N. Then typeN(e) = {O,l}.
Proof:
The 'all-o' and 'all-l' configurations of [N,e] are stable; this means that e takes both values in stable configurations of [N, e]. The result follows from Theorem 7. cl Let N be the comparator network corresponding to an instance of Stable Marriage; let N' be the network left after input elimination. By Lemma 13, each edge of N' has type {O,l}; thus, every edge-value pair leads to a successful propagation. This means that we may, in steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1, pick the next edge-value pair arbitrarily, and still retain the guarantee of a successful propagation; moreover, the algorithm still runs in linear time. This is an interesting way to pick an arbitrary stable matching out of all the different possible stable matchings. Of course, this randomized algorithm is likely to find certain stable matchings more often than others; there is no a priori reason to expect the distribution of stable matchings produced by this algorithm to be uniform or nice in other respects.
The lattice theorem for stable configurations of comparator networks
We show that the stable configurations of comparator networks form a distributive lattice. Conway's lattice theorem for Stable Marriage follows directly. For an introduction to the theory of lattices, see [I] . Let N be any network. The set of all configurations of N has the structure of the boolean lattice Zrn under the natural ordering. (Here, m is the number of edges of N.) It is an easy exercise in lattice theory to show that any subset of 2m that is closed under the operations of bitwise AND and bitwise OR forms a distributive sublattice of 2m under the following definition of meet and join: the meet of two elements is their bitwise AND and the join of two elements is their bitwise OR. We show that the set of stable configurations of a comparator network is closed under bitwise AND and OR; it follows that they form a distributive sublattice of the boolean lattice of all stable configurations.
We need the following lemma: Assume the contrary, i.e., suppose er +--0 and e2 +--1 in Qcy, and er + 1 and e2 +-0 in Qp. Eliminate the inputs of N. This process will not assign a value to either er or e2, because, by hypothesis, these edges take on both possible values in the stable configurations of [N, sin] . Hence the network left after input elimination will also have two stable configurations QL and Qi such that er + 0 and e2 + 1 in Qh, and er +-1 and e2 +-0 in Qb. Hence it suffices to prove Lemma 14 for input-free networks. From now on, we assume sin = e.
Let es be the 'min' output edge of g. By previous remarks, it suffices to prove that the set of stable configurations is closed under bitwise AND and bitwise OR.
Let Qa and Qp be two stable configurations of [N,si,]. Let Q be the bitwise AND of QCY and QP. The values assigned by QCY, QP, and Q to any particular input edge of N are the same, so Q trivially satisfies the input conditions. Hence it suffices to show that Q satisfies the gate equations at every gate of N. Let g be an arbitrary gate of N; let er and e2 be its two input edges.
The following simple case analysis shows that the gate equations are satisfied at gate g.
The first case is where one of QCy and QP assigns both input edges the value 0. If this happens, the input and output edges of g are all assigned the value 0 in Q, and so the gate equations are satisfied. The second case is where one of Q* and Qp, say QCY, assigns both input edges the value 1. In this case, the input and output edges of g are assigned the same values in Q and in QP, so the gate equations are satisfied. In the third case, QCY and Qp both assign the same values to the two input edges. In this case, the input and output edges of g are assigned the same values in Q, in QCY, and in QP, so again the gate equations are satisfied. The only remaining case is when one of Q* and Qp assigns the input edges the values er + 0, e2 +--1 and the other assigns the input edges the values el t 1, e2 +--0. But Lemma 14 assures us that this is not possible.
The case of the bitwise OR of QCY and QP is analogous. cl
Remarks: Tarski's theorem [28] says that the set of fixpoints of any monotone function from a complete lattice to itself forms a complete lattice. This theorem, together with Lemma 1, is sufficient to prove that the stable configurations (on a given input assignment) of any monotone scatter-free network form a lattice. However this approach does not seem to yield the sublattice property. Nevertheless, and even though our proof is specific to the comparator, Theorem 15 does extend to any monotone scatter-free network. An easy application of the ideas in [5] 
matchings Ml and M2 is a matching in which every man is married to the better of his two mates in Ml and M2; the join of Ml and M2 is a matching in which every man is married to the worse of his two mates in Ml and M2. (A man who is unmntchcd in n/r, and M2 stays unmatched in meet(Ml,Mz) and join(W,&).)
Remark: By Theorem 8, it is not possible for a man to be matched in exactly one of the two mat things.
Implications for parallel complexity
Complexity theory background
For an introduction to complexity theory, see [26, 131; for an introduction to parallel computation, see [3, 191 . The reductions in this paper are the many-one logspace reductions of [lS] . We believe our reductions are simple enough that they will continue to hold under reasonable alternative definitions of reducibility. A problem is complete for a class if it is in the class and every problem in the class reduces to it. The class CC is the class of decision problems that are equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value; see [21] .
Overview of reductions
In the following sections, we show that several problems related to Stable Matching are CC-complete. Section 7.3 shows that Stable Matching and Network Stability for X-networks are essentially the same problem, and that Stable Marriage and Network Stability for Comparators are essentially the same problem. Thus, determining whether an X-network has a stable configuration is just as hard as determining whether an instance of Stable Roommates has a stable assignment; constructing a stable configuration of an X-network is just as hard as constructing a stable roommate assignment for an instance of Stable Roommates. Similar remarks apply to Stable Marriage and Network Stability for Comparators. Of course, in this case the existence questions are trivial, because the answer is always 'Yes'. Section 7.5 shows that the existence of stable configurations in X-networks is equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value. In Section 7.6, it is shown that constructing a stable marriage for an instance of Stable Marriage is equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value: given an oracle for C-CV, we can compute the man-optimal stable matching; in the other direction, C-CV reduces to the problem of telling whether man m is married to woman w in an instance of Stable Marriage that has exactly one stable matching. This leaves the problem of constructing a stable configuration of an X-network in the non-bipartitionable case; our methods do not tell us whether this problem reduces to C-CV.
Section 7.6 also shows the following problems to be equivalent to C-CV: the Fixed Pair and Stable Pair problems, and the decision version of the Minimum-regret problem. For these problems, it does not matter whether the instance is one of Stable Matching or Stable Marriage. For the Minimum Regret problem, there is a difference between three and two: determining whether the largest regret is at most three is equivalent to C-CV, but telling whether the largest regret is two seems easier: at least it is no harder than a 2-SAT computation. (Of course, at this point, we have no proof that C-CV is harder than 2-SAT.) Section 7.6 also shows that constructing a minimum regret stable matching for an instance of Stable Marriage is just as hard as C-CV. The proof indicates that constructing a minimum regret stable matching for instances of Stable hlatching reduces to C-CV if and only if constructing a stable configuration of an X-network reduces to C-CV. However, we do not know how to directly reduce the construction of a minimum-regret stable matching to the construction of a stable configuration of an X-network.
Feder [5] h as recently shown that (the decision problem corresponding to) constructing a stable configuration of an X-network is no harder (for parallel computation) than determining its existence. Given this theorem, it follows that all the problems considered above (except regret-2 stable matching and 2-SAT) are equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value, or in other words, are CC-complete.
Finally, in Section 7.7, we give a reduction from C-CV to the Assignment problem (also called Bipartite Weighted Matching). This implies a fast parallel transformation of instances of Stable h1arriage into instances of the Assignment problem in such a way that the solution of the Assignment problem yields the man-optimal stable matching of the Stable Marriage instance; this partially answers a question posed in [20] . IIowever, our reduction is not entirely satisfactory, because it 'loses' all the stable matchings except the man-optimal one. It is an open problem to give a fast parallel transformation from Stable h/Iarriage to the Assignment problem in a manner that preserves the structure of all solutions.
Stable Matching is the same as X-Network Stability
In this section, we show that Stable Matching and X-Network Stability are essentially the same problem. There are easy reductions between the two problems that map instances of one problem to instances of the other in a manner that preserves the structure of solutions. These reductions take Stable Marriage instances into instances of Network Stability for bipartitionable X-networks. We have already seen that bipartitionable X-networks and comparator networks are interchangeable. It follows that Stable Marriage and Network Stability for Comparators are essentially the same problem.
Theorem 18 Stable Matching is equivalent to X-Network Stability.
Proof: The reduction from Stable Matching to X-Network Stability follows immediately from the reduction of Section 3. We show how to reduce X-Network Stability to Stable Matching. Given an X-network N and its input assignment s;,, we construct an auxiliary X-network fi, in such a way that the stable configurations of [N, sin] are in one-to-one correspondence with the stable configurations of [&, 11. The new network fi has the following properties: every snake is acyclic; no two snakes meet more than once; no snake meets itself.
The first step is to delete snakes whose input edges are assigned the value 0 by sin. Observe that if an input edge of a snake is 0, every edge on this snake will take the value 0 in every stable configuration; furthermore, every snake that intersects this snake will have the same value after the intersection as it did before it. Hence, such O-snakes may be identified and removed without altering the set of stable configurations. The next step is to insert two NOT gates in series on every non-input edge of N. We then replace each NOT gate by an X-gate with one input fixed at the value 1. The resulting network is the desired network iV. It is easy to check that it has the properties claimed above.
Finally, we can read off the desired instance I of Stable Matching from the network fi by 'inverting' the reduction of Section 3, in the following manner. Introduce a person for each snake of fi. Two persons find each other acceptable if and only if their snakes meet. Finally, the order in which a person's snake meets the other snakes gives his preference ordering. It follows from Theorem 3 that the stable configurations of [N,s;J are in one-to-one correspondence with the stable matchings of instance I.
cl
The above proof actually proves a little more. First, if N is bipartitionable, so is fi, and then instance I will be an instance of Stable Marriage. Second, the sizes of N and I are linear in the size of N. Finally, note that in 8, each snake meets at most three other snakes, and furthermore, if a snake meets more than one other snake, the value on its output edge is 0. This means that in instance I, each person has at most three persons on his preference list. Also, in every stable matching of I, the persons who list more than one other person are guaranteed to be matched to one of their first three choices. We shall use this later, to prove Theorem 32.
We give an easy proof, based on the network formulation of Stable Matching, of the following well-known lemma: 
Proof:
Given an instance of Stable Matching, we convert it to an instance of Complete Stable Matching, without affecting the set of stable matchings. The first step is to introduce the appropriate number of extra persons, and decree that they have no acceptable mates. This does not affect the set of stable matchings. In terms of X-networks, introducing these extra persons amounts to adding new snakes with input 1 as separate connected components.
It is instructive to do the rest of the proof with networks instead of preference lists. Let Nr be the X-network corresponding to the Stable Matching instance we have so far. Network Ni has one deficiency: each snake of Ni might not meet every other snake that it should meet. We remedy this by a 'cascade' construction, i.e., by appending a new network N2 at the 'back' of Nr. The outputs of Ni become the inputs of N2. Our final network N will be the composition of these two networks.
Let us examine what properties N2 should have. First, each snake of N2 must meet a prescribed set of the other snakes, each exactly once. Second, the sets of stable configurations of [N, l] and [Ni, 11 should be isomorphic. The second condition will be met if the following condition is met: whenever s is the output word of some stable configuration of [Ni , 11, [N2, s] has exactly one stable configuration. A simple solution is to make N2 a circuit. This works because every circuit has exactly one stable configuration on any given input assignment.
We construct N2 as follows: Pick any fixed total order 0 of the snakes, and let each snake meet all the snakes it ought to in the order induced by 0. This defines N2, and hence N. The desired instance of Stable Matching can be read off from N. This completes the reduction. The proof for Marriage instances is similar.
Notice that the cascade construction actually does something very simple with the preference lists: it enlarges the preference list of each person x, by appending to it all the mates originally unacceptable to x, in the order given by 0. cl
On reducing problems to Comparator Circuit Value
Following [ 181, we say that a problem 2 is many-one reducible to C-CV if we can exhibit a reduction from 2 to C-CV that takes each instance of 2 to a comparator circuit plus an input assignment to it, so that the instance has a 'Yes' answer if and only if the circuit has output 1 when evaluated on the given input assignment. In proofs, it is more convenient to think in terms of Turing reductions to C-CV. The following lemma helps convert Turing reductions to many-one reductions:
Lemma 20 If 21 and 22 are many-one reducible to C-CV, so are OR(Z,,.&), AND(&,&), and NOT(Z,).
Proof: The many-one reducibility of OR( Zi,22) and AND(& ,22) to C-CV follows from the fact that the comparator can simulate the OR gate and the AND gate. The many-one reducibility of NOT(Z1) to c-cv fo11ows because the X-gate can simulate {CJVOT}, and because X-CV reduces to C-CV by Lemma 21 below. II
Lemma 21 X-CV is equivalent to C-CV.
Proof:
The basis {X} can simulate {C}; hence C-CV reduces to X-CV. The reduction in the other direction utilizes Goldschlager's idea of using 'double-rail' logic [9] . In other words, encode the values 0 and 1 by the pairs (1,0) and (0,l) respectively. Replace every edge e in the original circuit by a pair of edges (e-,e+); the rest of the construction will guarantee that the two edges in a pair will always have complementary values. If e is an input edge that is assigned the value w, edges e-and e+ are assigned the values in and v respectively. Finally, we must replace every X-gate by an appropriate gate. The X-gate has two inputs ii, i2 and two outputs or = ir 22, 02 = ;zTi2. The new gate will have four inputs il, it, iz, i$ and four outputs o-r , o:, 02 , 0;. The new gate must simulate the behaviour of the X-gate in the following sense: when presented with an input word that is a valid encoding of the input word to an X-gate, it must produce an output word that is the valid encoding of the corresponding output word of the X-gate. The action of the gate on input words like 0010 may be arbitrarily chosen. One solution is to use the gate defined by the equations
01
.-*+ + -*+ --*-= a1 + a2 ,ol -a1 a2 ,oy = if + a2 , o2' = i; it. It is easily seen that this gate can be simulated by the comparator.
An easy inductive proof shows that if edge e in the original circuit has value v, then the pair of edges (e-, e+) in the new circuit will be assigned the value-pair (a, v). Hence, in particular, if ee is the output edge of the original circuit, the edge eof will serve as the output edge of the new circuit. Finally, since the new gate can be simulated by the comparator, the new circuit can be converted into a comparator circuit. II
X-Network Stability is equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value
Let Q be a scatter-free basis that can simulate {NAND}. The objective of this section is to show that Q-NS and Q-CV are equivalent. (This result was presented in [21] ; here we give a complete proof.) In particular, X-NS is equivalent to X-CV; hence, using Lemma 21, X-NS is equivalent to c-cv.
Reducing $I-CV to S1-NS
The proof uses the idea of a forcer. A w-forcer is a one-input, zero-output network which has a stable configuration if and only if the input takes the value v. A O-forcer may be built by tying the output of a NAND gate to one of its inputs, and a l-forcer may be obtained by adding a NOT gate at the input of a O-forcer.
Lemma 22 Let St be any basis that can simulate (NAND). Then Q-CV reduces to O-NS.
Proof: To determine the output of a circuit over 0, feed its output into a l-forcer. The resulting network has a stable configuration if and only if the circuit has output 1. Since basis Q can simulate {NAND}, we can build forcers over Q. II
Reducing !I-NS to $I-CV
Given a network N over a scatter-free basis s2 and an input assignment sin to N, we wish to construct a circuit over 0 so that the output of the circuit is 1 if and only if [N, s;,] has a stable configuration. Let N' be the network left after the inputs of N are eliminated. We say that an edge of N is bad if it is a contradicting edge of N'. By Theorem 6, network N has no stable configuration if and only if it has a bad edge. Thus the key step is to construct a circuit that will tell us if a given edge is bad. Once this is done (independently) for every edge of N, we may combine the results and answer the stability question by using some simple additional circuitry. The rest of the discussion is divided into three stages. In the first stage, we show how to tell if an edge is bad; in the second stage, we define a network process that will compute whether or not an edge is bad; in the final stage, we convert the network process into a circuit computation.
Stage 1: How do we tell if edge e is bad ? Break edge e, thus creating an extra input e(in) and an extra output e(out). Call the resulting network N,. Let se be the input assignment to N, obtained by augmenting s;, with the assignment e(in) +--w. Consider the following experiment Expt(e, w): Assign each input of N, the value it gets under the input assignment s,, and perform input elimination. Since the gates are scatter-free, each output of N, will be assigned a value. We say that experiment Expt(e, w) succeeds if the value assigned to edge e(out) is u; otherwise it fails.
Lemma 23 Edge e is bad if and only if both experiments Expt(e, 0) and Expt(e, 1) fail.
Proof: The key observation is that the result of input elimination does not depend on the order in which the inputs are eliminated. Hence we may pretend that experiment Expt(e,v) is conducted in two phases: in the first phase, all the inputs except e(in) are eliminated; in the second phase, input e(in) is eliminated. There are two cases, depending on whether or not edge e(out) is assigned a value in the first phase.
Case 1: Suppose edge e(out) is assigned a value v' in the first phase. This means that edge e would be assigned the value v' when the inputs of N are eliminated. It follows that e is not an edge of N'; hence e is not a bad edge of N. Notice also that Expt(e, v') will succeed. Thus Lemma 23 is true in this case.
Case 2: Suppose edge e(out) is not assigned a value in the first phase. This means two things: first, the effect of the first phase is identical to that obtained by eliminating the inputs of N; second, edge e is an edge of N'. Notice that the second phase of Expt(e, w) will assign value v to edge e(out) if and only if [e, V] is viable in N'. It follows that both Expt(e,O) and Expt( e, 1) fail if and only if edge e is contradicting in N'. Hence Lemma 23 is true in this case as well.
We now define a network process that will compute the value assigned to edge e(out) by experiment Expt(e, v). Consider the following network process: Initialize network N, to any configuration consistent with the input assignment se. Then let the network 'run'. In other words, perform the following primitive operation at each gate of the network, in parallel: apply the gatefunction to the values on the input edges, and use the result to update the values on the output edges of the gate. The crucial observation is that the values on certain edges of the network will stabilize, i.e., will not change after a certain number of parallel steps. In particular, the value on edge e(out) will stabilize at the value it is assigned in experiment Expt(e,v).
Lemma 24 Each edge that is assigned a value in experiment Expt(e, v) will stabilize at the same value in the network process.
Proof: Notice that the value on each input edge of network N, is held constant. Hence Lemma 24 is true for these edges. The process of eliminating the inputs of N, in experiment Expt(e,v) gradually assigns values to some edges of N,. An assignment to an output edge of gate g follows from an assignment to a subset of the inputs of g by invoking the equation of g. This process is faithfully mimicked in the network process: first each edge in the relevant subset of the inputs stabilizes to the correct value; then the output edge stabilizes. cl
The proof of Lemma 24 may be extended to bound the number of parallel steps needed for edge e(out) to stabilize. Let m be the number of edges in network N. Then the longest chain of influence in the input-elimination process of experiment Expt(e, v) involves at most m + 1 edges.
Hence edge e(out) will reach its correct value after at most m parallel steps.
Stage 3: The final step is to use the regularity of the network process to 'unravel' it into a circuit computation. In other words, we construct a circuit, over 0 that will simulate the network process. The idea is to make m copies of network N, (we call each copy a 'layer'), and connect these layers up into a circuit C in such a way that the values that leave the t-th layer are the values that appear in network N, after parallel step t. As a result, the correct value of edge e(out) may be read off from the top layer of the circuit. More accurately, we make m copies of network Ne, and change the output edges of all the gates so that they enter the next layer, instead of the same layer. The gates of C are {(g, t) 1 g is a gate of N,; 1 5 t 5 m}; the edges are {(E,t) 1 E is an edge of N,; 0 5 t 5 m}. (Not quite! The edges of the form (E,O) for e" an output edge of N,, or of the form (E, m) for Z an input edge of N,, are not actually present.) The gates {(g, t) 1 1 5 t 5 m} all have the same gate type as g. If g has inputs il . . . iA and outputs 01 . . . oP, then (g, t) has inputs (il, t -1). . . (ix, t -1) and outputs (01,t) -* -(qL,t).
If E is an input edge of Ne with value 5, all the input edges {(E, t) 1 0 5 t < m} get the value + in C; this has the effect of presenting the real inputs of N, t;o each layer of the circuit. The edges (Z, 0), for E an internal edge of N,, are assigned arbitrary values; this reflects the arbitrariness in the initial configuration of Ne. Finally, if E is a non-input edge of N,, edge (E, m) is an output edge of C. This completes the description of C.
The following lenlma may be proven by an easy induction on t:
Lemma 25 The value on edge (e,t) of C equals the value on edge e" of N, after parallel step t.
In particular, the value assigned to edge e(out) in experiment Expt(e,v) is given by the value assigned to edge (e( out), m in C. Once we have the values assigned to edge e(out) in experiments ) Expt(e, 0) and Expt(e, l), we may determine whether or not edge e is bad by adding an AND gate and a NOT gate. FVe may then combine the results for each edge and answer the stability question by adding OR gates and a NOT gate. Thus we get, a circuit over fl U {NAND} that computes the answer to the question 'Does [N, sin] have a stable configuration?' This circuit has O(m3) gates.
Theorem 26 Let 0 be any scatter-free basis that can simulate (NAND). Then fl-NS is equivalent to f-i-cv.
Proof:
The reduction from 0-NS to %CV follows from the construction above; the reduction from 5%CV to &NS follows from Lemma 22. II
More Stable Matching problems equivalent to Comparator Circuit Value
In this section, we prove that several Stable Matching problems are CC-complete. We begin by showing (Lemma 27 below) that X-network stability problems remain just as hard even if we place certain constraints on the values that certain edges can take.
Lemma 27 The following problems are equivalent (and hence equivalent to C-CVJ:
1. Given an X-network N, an input assignment s;, , and a partial assignment P to the non-input edges of N, can P be completed to a stable configuration of the network?
2. Given an X-network N, and an assignment sin to the input edges of N, is there a stable configuration of [N, s;,]?
Proof:
Problem 2 is clearly a special case of problem 1, so it suffices to reduce problem 1 to problem 2. This can be done by using forcers. Suppose P requires that edge e get the value w. Break edge e, creating input e(i?t) and output e(0u.t). Assign edge e(in,) the value w, and feed e(out) into a v-forcer.
Theorem 28
The following problems reduce to C-CV:
1. Fixed pair: Is the given pair of persons a fixed pair of the given instance of Stable Matching, i.e., is it true that these two persons are matched to each other in every stable matching?
2. Stable pair: Is the given pair of persons a stable pair, i.e., is it true that there is a stable matching that matches these two people to each other?
3. Minimum-regret: Is it true that there is a stable matching of the given instance in which every person has regret at most k?
Proof: To check that two persons form a fixed pair, it suffices to check that the snakes corresponding to these two persons always meet each other with the value 1 in the corresponding instance of X-Network Stability. Let g be the gate where the two snakes meet; we have to check that there is no stable configuration that assigns either edge entering g the value 0. This reduces to C-CV by Lemma 27 and Lemma 20.
To check that two persons form a stable pair, it suffices to check that there is a stable configuration that matches these two persons to each other, i.e., a stable configuration in which the snakes corresponding to these tiv:o pcwl)lc Incx)t each other with the value 1. This reduces to C-CV by Lemma 27. To check that there is a stable matching in which every person has regret at most k, just check whether there is a stable configuration that assigns each snake the value 0 after it has traversed Ic gates. (If snake Q has fewer than Ic gates on it, the desired stable configuration must assign the output edge of q the value 0.) Again, we invoke Lemma 27 to reduce this problem to C-CV. 0
Theorem 29 The Man-optimal Stable Marriage problem "Given an instance I of Stable Marriage, a man m, and a woman w, determine whether m is matched to w in the man-optimal stable matching MO of I" reduces to C-CV.
Proof: Let [N, s;,] be the instance of Comparator Network Stability corresponding to instance I; let Q" be the stable configuration of [N,sin] corresponding to the man-optimal stable matching of I. We show how to construct a comparator circuit to compute Q". The proof of Theorem 29 then follows by applying Lemma 20. Theorem 12 tells us that Q" is the 'most-O' stable configuration of [N, sin] . We claim the following network process finds Q O. Initialize iV to the 'all-O' stable configuration. Then make all the red inputs 1. These changes create disturbances that propagate through the network. But the network will eventually enter the stable configuration Q".
We justify the claim. Notice that all the input disturbances 'increase' the value assigned to an input edge. The comparator is a monotone gate: increasing the values assigned to the inputs can never cause an output to decrease. Hence, the effect of the disturbances as they move through the network will be to increase the value of some edges of N, but no edge will ever move from 1 to 0. It follows that the disturbances will die out in at most m 'steps'. Now observe that an edge is assigned the value 1 during the network process only if it must have the value 1 in every stable configuration of [N, s;,] . It follows that the stable configuration that the network reaches is Q".
The network computation on N may be unravelled into a circuit computation over the same basis in the standard fashion. (See, for example, the discussion in Section 7.5.) II
We can also reduce the problem of constructing a minimum-regret stable matching for an instance of Stable Marriage to C-CV. Let I be any instance of Stable Marriage; let regret(I) be the value of the largest regret in a minimum-regret stable matching of I. The discussion in Section 4.2 tells us that there is a single instance lTe,,ret(l) of Stable Marriage whose stable matchings are all the minimum-regret stable matchings of I. Define the man-optimal minimum-regret stable matching of I to be the man-optimal stable matching of lregret (l) . The following theorem shows that the construction of this special stable matching reduces to C-CV:
Theorem 30 The Man-optimal Minimum-regret Stable Marriage problem "Given an instance I of Stable Marriage, a man m and a woman w, determine whether m is matched to w in the manoptimal minimum-regret stable matching of I'" reduces to C-CV.
Proof:
Assume without loss of generality that there are at least as many men as women in instance I; let n be the number of men. Then regret(I) is one of the integers between 1 and (n + 1). If regret(I) = (n + l), this is taken to mean that there is some person who is unmatched in every stable matching of I. The idea is to compute the man-optimal stable matching separately in each of the (n + 1) cases, and then select the correct stable matching using the value of regret(I).
Suppose we wish to compute whether m is matched to w in the matching that is best for the men from among all the stable matchings in which each person has regret at most Ic. First compute the appropriate instance Ik of Stable Marria,ge as in Section 4.2. The proof of Theorem 29 can be made to yield a comparator circuit CI, whose output is 1 if and only if man m is matched to woman w in the man-optimal stable matching of instance Ih.
The reduction from Minimum-regret to C-CV (see Theorem 28 above) can be made to yield, for each k E [l,(n The circuit T'(AArD(Exactk, Ck)) 1ras output 1 if and only if man m is matched to woman w in the man-optimal minimum-regret stable matching of I. This circuit can be built with comparators: just simulate the AND gate and the OR gate with comparators. cl
The problems reduced to C-CV in the previous three theorems are in fact equivalent to C-CV: Proof: Let C be the given comparator circuit. Use the transformation of Figure 2 (b) to replace it by a bipartitionable X-circuit. Delete snakes whose input edges have the value 0, as in the proof of Theorem 18. Circuit C has output 1 (on a given input assignment Sin) if and only if the output edge of a certain vertical snake q of the X-circuit is assigned the value 1. Add a new horizontal snake q' with input 1 to the X-circuit. Let q' meet q and no other snake. Let q meet q' last. Then C has output 1 on Sin if and only if q and q' meet each other with value 1 in the new X-circuit. The method used in the proof of Lemma 19 can be used to ensure that the number of horizontal and vertical snakes are equal, and that every horizontal snake meets every vertical snake exactly once. Now, read off an instance of Complete Stable Marriage from the X-gate circuit. This instance will have exactly one stable matching. Also, the output of C is 1 on s;, if and only if the persons corresponding to snakes q and q' are married to each other in the unique stable matching. The theorem follows. n
Theorem 32 C-CV reduces to the question 'Does the given instance of Complete Stable Marriage have a stable matching in which every person has regret at most 3 2'
Proof: Given an instance of C-CV, we produce an instance of Complete Stable Marriage with the following properties: there is exactly one stable matching; the regret of every person except woman w in this stable matching is at most 3; woman w has regret 3 if and only if the instance of C-CV has output 1, otherwise she has regret 4.
As in the proof of Theorem 31, replace the given comparator circuit C by a bipartitionable Xcircuit without O-snakes, so that C has output 1 on input assignment s;, if and only if the output edge of a certain vertical snake q1 of the X-circuit is assigned the value 1.
The next step is to prepare the snake of woman w appropriately. Introduce the following new snakes: q0,42,43,44, q5, q7. The input edge of ea,ch of these snakes is assigned the value 1. The snakes with odd subscripts will be vertical snakes and the snakes with even subscripts will be horizontal snakes. Snake qo will ultimately become the snake of woman w. Snake qo meets q3, q5, ql, q7 in that order; snake q2 meets q3 only; snake q3 meets q2 and qo in that order; snake q4 meets q5 only; snake q5 meets q4 and qo in that order; snake q7 meets qo only. Snake q1 meets q. last. The effect of this construction is to guarantee that woman w gets either her third choice or her fourth choice; she gets her third choice if and only if circuit C on input sin has value 1.
The rest of the proof contains a general construction that caa be used to simultaneously reduce the regret of some or all of the participants to three and make the instance 'complete', without changing the structure of the set of all stable matchings. It introduces new persons, but each of them has regret at most three. The same construction works, with the appropriate changes, for the non-bipartitionable case. The size of the output instance produced by the construction is O(n4), where 12 is the size of the comparator circuit; it is possible to produce an instance of size O(n2) if the output instance is not required to be bipartitionable, but such considerations are largely irrelevant from the viewpoint of parallel reductions.
The method used in the proof of Lemma 19 converts our bipartitionable X-network into the X-network corresponding to an instance of Complete Stable h1arriage. There is one difficulty, however: some of the participants other than w might have regret more than 3, or in other words, some snakes other than qo might have the value 1 even after meeting three other snakes. This can be rectified by performing some minor surgery on the network. The trick, much as in the proof of Theorem 18, is to insert two NOT gates in series into every non-input edge of the network except the edges on snake qo, and then replace each NOT gate by an X-gate with input 1. The result is a bipartitionable X-circuit with the following properties: each snake except qo meets at most three other snakes; the value on the input edge of every snake is 1; the value on the output edge of every snake is 0; there are an equal number of man-snakes and woman-snakes. Now Notice that if x and y are second choices of each other, then all the equations involving gets(x, 2) and gets(y, 2) may be replaced by the single defining equation gets(x,2) z gets(y, 2) E gets(x, 1) V gets(y, 1). We say that such variables gets(x, 2) and gets(y, 2) are inessential. Solve the original system of equations as follows: delete all the equations involving inessential variables; solve the resulting system of equations; then solve for the inessential variables by using their defining equations. The key observation is that eliminating the inessential variables renders the system of equations simpler: each equation in the new system mentions at most two variables. Hence the new system ma,y be converted into an instance of 2-SAT, and can be solved in NC [4] . 0
Remark:
The difference between preference lists of lengths two and three has also been observed by Soroker [25] . He considers a special case of Stable hIarriage, called Priority Marria.ge. He shows that Priority Marria,ge is just as hard even if each preference list is at most three long; however, if each list has at most two persons on it, the problem is in NC.
A reduction from Comparator Circuit Value to the Assignment problem
In this section, we exhibit a fast parallel reduction from C-CV to Bipartite Weighted Matching. Cook [2] initially showed that X-CV is equivalent to a problem called Lex-first Maximal Matching; also, there are easy reductions from C-CV to X-CV and from Lex-first Maximal Matching to Weighted Matching. The actual reduction used in this section incorporates these ideas; the specific gadgets used are due to Soroker [25] . Let C be the given comparator circuit, with n gates; let sin be the given input assignment to C. 'Il'e shall assume that C is topologically sorted, that is, we are given a function num that maps the gates of C into distinct integers in [0, . . . , (n -l)], in such a way that if an output edge of gr is an input edge of g2, then num(gl) < num(g2). This assumption is justified (see [24] ) because there is a fast parallel transformation that takes as input any circuit C and an input assignment sin, and returns a (larger) circuit C' over the same basis, a topological-sorting function num for C', and an input assignment sin, so that [C', sin] has output 1 if and only if [C, Sin] has output 1. We shall also assume, without loss of generality, that the output whose value we wish to compute is the 'OR' output of gate (n -1). We shall construct a bipartite graph G and a function weight from the edges of G into the positive integers, so that the maximum-weight matching of G is unique; furthermore, this matching has odd weight if and only if the output of C on the input assignment sin is 1. The construction is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Each comparator gate g is locally transformed into a graph gadget with four vertices a,nd five edges. If num(g) = k, the edges of the gadget are labelled from k.1 to k.5 as shown. The weight of an edge labelled k.Z will be 25n-(5'f'). Think of the gadget as taking in two input edges (shown dotted) and producing two output edges, the edges labelled k.4 and k.5. The gadgets for different gates are connected to one another in exactly the same way as the gates are connected in C.
Input edges of C are treated as follows. Suppose e is an input edge of C. If e is assigned the value 1 by sin, it becomes an edge with label 0.0 (and weight 25n) in G. On the other hand, if e is assigned the value 0, it does not a,ppear in G. An example of the transformation is shown in Figure 3(b) .
It is easy to prove that G is bipartite: the shape of the vertices (square or round) in Figure 3 gives a bipartition.
Theorem 34
The maximum-weight matching of G is unique, and has odd weight if and only if the rcllue ussigned to the output edge of C on input assignment s;, is 1.
Proof:
Say an edge is heavy if its weight is 25n; it is Eight otherwise. Every heavy edge will appear in every maximum-weight matching of G, because these edges do not share vertices, and the combined weight of all the light edges is 25n -1, which is less than 25n. The weights of the light edges are decreasing powers of 2, and no two light edges have the same weight. This means that the heaviest light edge weighs more than all the other light edges combined, and hence it is always advanta.geous to add the heaviest light edge to the current matching. Reasoning in this fashion, we conclude that the maximum-weight matching is unique, and can be found by the following greedy algorithm: Start with a matching consisting of the heavy edges, then inspect each light edge in decreasing order of weight, adding it to the current matching if at all possible.
We prove the following inductive assertion:
(*) Edge e of C is assigned the value 1 in the unique stable configuration of [C, sin] if and only if the corresponding edge in G is matched in the unique maximum weight matching M of G.
We first prove (*) when e is an input edge. Then we consider each gate of G, in increasing order of num(g); and prove that if (*) is true for the edges that are inputs to g, it must also be true for the edges that are outputs of g. This will complete the proof of (*)
The base case is when e is an input edge of C. If e is assigned the value 0 by sin, (*) is vacuously true. If e is assigned the value 1 by Sin, the corresponding edge in G is heavy, and will be included in iL!. Now assume that (*) is true for the edges that are inputs to the gate g with num(g) = k. We wish to prove (t) for the outputs of g. To do this, examine the graph gadget corresponding to gate g. See Figure 3(a) . Define the boolean variables al and a2 as follows: al is true if and only if the top input to g is 1; a2 is true if and only if the bottom input to g is 1. By assumption, these variables also capture whether or not the input edges to the graph gadget are matched in M. Now notice that in the vicinity of the graph gadget, the weights decrease in the following order: the input edges (in some order); then the edges labelled k.1, L7.2, k.3, k.4, k.5, in this order; then the other edges, if any, that are incident to the right end-points of the edges labelled k.4 and k.5. This allows us to infer when (under what conditions on the variables al and a~) the greedy algorithm will match the edges labelled k.Z. The computations in Table 2 verify that (*) holds for the output edges of g.
Given (*), we complete the proof of Theorem 34. All the edges of G have even weights except the edge labelled (n -1).5, which has weight 1. Hence Al has odd weight if and only if this edge is in Al, which happens if and only if the output edge of C is assiqued the value 1 when C is evaluated on input assignment Sin. cl
Remark: By combining the reduction of this section with the reduction in the proof of Theorem 29, we get a reduction from the Man-optimal Stable Marriage problem to Bipartite Weighted Matching. This reduction takes an instance of Stable Marriage with n men and n women to an instance of Bipartite Weighted Matching that has (2 + o(1)) n4 vertices on either side of the graph, and edge weights that have (5 + o(l))n4 bits each. Given the optimal matching iL! of the Weighted Counting the number of stable matchings is #P-complete
We show how to use the network formulation to give a simple proof that the problem of counting the number of stable matchings in an instance of Stable Matching is #P-complete. A stronger result is known [16] , namely that the theorem holds even if the instance is one of Stable Marriage, but the proof of the stronger result uses a non-trivial theorem about the structure of all stable matchings of an instance of Stable Marriage.
Theorem 35
The problem of counting the number of stable configurations in an instance of XNetwork Stability is #P-complete.
Proof:
Testing whether a configuration of an X-network is stable is clearly in P; this puts the counting problem in #P. To show completeness for #P, we give a parsimonious reduction from h4onotone 2-SAT. Monotone 2-SAT is shown to be #P-complete in [29] .
Let I be the instance of Monotone 2-SAT. Construct X-network N as follows: it has a cyclic snake qa for each variable a of I; snakes qa and qb intersect if and only if the clause a V b appears in I. The instance of X-Network Stability is [iV, e] .
Notice that all the edges of any snake qa are assigned the same value in any stable configuration of [N, e] . If this value is 0, this is taken to mean that the variable a is 'true'. It is easy to check that this gives a one-to-one correspondence between the staljlc configurations of [N, e] and the satisfying assignments of I. cl
Three-party Stable Marriage is ,up-complete
Iinuth [20] 1 asis about the complexity of Stable Marriage if the participants are of three kinds: men, women, and dogs. We show that one possible formulation of this problem is Np-complete. It has been independently shown in [22] that this problem is NP-complete.
FVe consider the following formulation: An instance of Three-party Stable Marriage has equal numbers of three kinds of participants, say men, women, and dogs. A matching M is a set of triplets: The reduction from Y-Network Stability to Three-party Stable Marria,ge is similar to the reductions in Section 7.3. Given a Y-network N and its input assignment sin, we construct an auxiliary Y-network fi, in such a way that the stable configurations of [N, sin] are in one-to-one correspondence with the stable configurations of [s, 11; furthermore, network fi has the following properties: every snake is acyclic; no two snakes meet more than once; no snake meets itself; each snake is assigned a color E { 1,2,3}; 'f 1 an edge of snake q is input ij or output oj of some gate g of N, the color of snake q is j.
A snake whose input edge is assigned the value 0 by sin may be deleted from the network, just as we did for X-networks. Next, assign each edge a color E { 1,2,3} as follows: if edge e is output oj of some gate, set color(e) equal to j; if e is an input edge of the network and is input oj to some gate, set color(e) equal to j. (Edges that are both input and output edges of the network may be assigned an arbitrary color.) There are two difficulties to resolve: the network may have cyclic snakes, and there may be color conflicts, i.e., an edge with color j may be input il, to a gate, with j # kNotice that Y(l,l,a) = (h,h,O) and Y(l,Z,l) = (a,O,a). Connect these two gates together by making the second output of the first gate be the second input of the second gate. Color the resulting circuit in the obvious fashion. The resulting circuit serves to 'change the color' of an edge from 3 to 1. (Just ignore all outputs except output or of the second gate.) Simple variants of this circuit can be used to change from any color j to any color k. Inserting such circuits in every non-input edge of the Y-network resolves all color conflicts and makes each snake acyclic. Let the color of a snake be the common color of its edges. The resulting network is fi; it is easy to verify that it has all the desired properties.
Tll'e can read off an instance of Three-Party Stable hilarriage from network N, as follows: Introduce a participant for each snake of fi, and read off the preference ordering of a participant from the order in which his snake participates in triples. A participant is a man, woman, or dog if and only if his snake is colored 1, 2, or 3 respectively. There are two difficulties: in the resulting instance, the numbers of the three different kinds of participants may not be equal, and each participant may not list all the triples he is supposed to. These difficulties may be resolved as in the proof of Lemma 19 by introducing extra snakes and a.ppending a circuit. II 
Open problems
We seek new applications of the network approach to Stable Matching. We would like to find a fast parallel algorithm for Stable Matching. We would also like to find a fast parallel reduction from the Stable Marriage problem to the Assignment problem that preserves the structure of solutions. Finally, we would like to be able to analyse the performance of the randomized algorithm of Section 6.2.3. In particular, can anything be said about the average number of propagations taken by the randomized algorithm to find a stable matching?
